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* SUMMLIY

The two-dimensional flow past a circular cylinder is
made visible on the surface of water by scattered pa~ti—
cles and recorded under long exposure by a moving picture
cam era . !i?hevelocity of flow is deduced from tb.e path
lengths of the particles, the racliu S of curvature of the
paths is defined, the pressure along a streamline is
determined according to Ilernoulli! s General i’ormula (p =

Po – *pw2–pa Q/ bt), and trar.sverse to the stream-

lines according to the centrifut:al force formula (p =
p. + p1v2/rdsl ). The :oressure distribution formulas for

different stages of d.evolopment of tlie vortex pair and
for one state of the Voi-tex street is iilclicated, the pr es-
S1.li’e field determined, th-e pressure drop behind the cylinder
analyzed and the variation of the pi-essure drag coefficient
‘Tith ‘L’esi)ectto time clenonstrated. It reaches a value
a-oout twice as hi:;h as in the steady state. ‘The asymmetri-
cal pressure distri”outio il on zl!e cyltndei- is demonstrated
for one stage of development of the vortex street and the
force transverse to the flow clirect ion defined; it arlounts
to MOi”e th~i? LIO percent of the drag in this iilstance.

Iil the theoretical treatment the customary pdtent ial
flow is superposed by a source—sink flov, the potential
of which is secured by series development, fro,n 7Jhich the
veloc i%? co~li~onc]~ts are cleduced. In the pressure forl]lula

PO = *pw2-Ep + pao /at the time variable f(t )/a ancl

its derivation are solved fi~o~lthe recordecl motion of the
free staf:nat ion point .

A coin-oaris,on of theory and experiment indicates good
a~ree.men-t ;n the streamline pattern. The aj?proximat ion of
the theoretical to the experimental press~ire distribution
on the zero streamline for an early state of clevelopment of

,kft~~ei.D1.~~c>:errflittltlng in.~er nichtstaiion5.ren eb enen Str6n-
Ur.g .“ lngenieur-Arc~li~ , vol. VI , no . ~ , ~ebruary 1935, p-p.
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the vortex pair -is also satisfactory. Subsequent calcu– -
lation indicates pronounced departures from the test data.
The theoretical pressure field is compared with the ex–
perirnental; the theoretical pressure curve on the line of
symmetry behind the free stagnation point and the pres—
sure drop in it dependent on the time is obtained in sat—
isfactory approximation with the test data.

INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to follow the time rate of change of
the processes in turbulent flows by quantitative meas—
ureinents the measurement of the pressure is often beset
with insuperable difficulties for the reason that the
speeds and hence the pressures to %e measured are often
very small, On the other hand, the measurement of very
small pressures requires, at least, considerable time,
so that the follow-up of periodically varying ~rocesses
is as goad as iupossi31e.

In orcler to 03viate these difficulties a method, s-Lg–
gested by Prof. Prandtl, has been developed by which the
pressure clistribution is simply determined from the photo—
graphic flow picture. This method is descri”oed and proved
on a worked-out example. It “was found ‘chat quantitatively
very satisfactory results can 3e achieved.

1. Principles.– Alllbornis nethod of visualization of

two–dimensional flow on the surface of fluids 3y sprin–
kling with fine particles affords, by appropriate choice
of experimental details, an insight into the periodically
rapidly changing processes.

By sprinkling the Wateia surface in such a manner thai
the separate particles are far a~art in comparison to
their size and taking a lon~—exposure picture so that the
path lines of the particles can be clearly distinguished
‘on the picture, the time of exposure and the length of the”’
dashes are a measure of the mean velocities of the parti-
cles cluring the exposure. l?rom subsequent records, what
happens further can be seen and the accelerations thus de–
termined.

.
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From the velocities and accelerations the pressure

- .—- d.&$..r.ibution past a streamline cam le determined by mea,ns
of tho general i~eii Bernoulli equation to the extent that
the effect due to friction may be disregarded. Then the
pressui”e graclient perpendicular to the streamline can be
ascertained from the cui+vature of the path lines of the
joal’titles.

2. Experimental setun.- A tank 3.4 meters 10ilg, 0.59

mctur wide ancl 0.48 meter deep was available through which
a resistance body — in this instance a circular cylinder —
coulcZ be towecl (fig. l), The cylinder stood on the bottom
of a L7—shape lealm which was attached to a c,arriage in such
:3.Wa”y that its walls during towing passctl close along the
sides of the taids. In this way the region under obscrva.tion
COU.lCIbo left free from intorfcrin~ sto’ppin{; devices. Th O
carria,;;c itself ran over the top edges of the side walls
of tile tanlc on rails , one of which served 0,s f;uide rail.
Olrinf;to the appearance of a boundary layer and vortices
on the uprisht tank walls dur in)< the run , re;llovable side
w:]llT were inserted, so that the upright beam w,a,lls ran in
a nc,l’i-ow space between t:~nk wall and inserted wa,ll. In
this iilar.llei’the e:~periment(ll field remained free from vor–
tices of foreign origin. !T12eeffect of the vortices on the
botio~.! ~Jl?.tC3 of the b~LiiO is not tr~ceable until at relative–
ly gi”eat distance behind the body; at any rate it did not
interfer l~ith the -pi~e~~i~t tests. The inserted protective
val.].c i-educecl the effect j.ve area of the tailk to 340 X 50
ceiltimeters .

’20 the sicle of the tank and sep.ara,te fro M it stood
the Jrive mcchamism, a heavy frame with a spindle of 3
ce]itifi]etcrs leacl, which was driven over a reduction gear
from an electric notor ~~ildby means of an automatic dis —
engaging clutch pushecl a,nother co,rria{;e forward which
coulcl be coupled with the model carriage. This second
carriage$ runninc in the snme w,~.yon rails li:ke the first , .
supported a vertical column with -movable arms for tb-e lamps
used to ill.uminLlte the surface Of the w:itei”. A telescopic
a,rm between the lamps held the photographic apparatus. So
when the two carringcs were coupled together and with the
Spiildlc tht? caimcra r~corclccl pictures of the motion proc–
esscs in a refcrcncc SyS tell, rel”ative to which the body ,,----

was at i“C2t ~,nd the fluicl flowed past it.
/

3. Photographic proccck~. - Thc photographs were
tnkcn ~~ith a special kind of motion-picture camera, Th c
ratio of .thc tiioc of i~onc:i~-)c)sui”c, that is, essentially the
time ncccssary for trans;>ortat ion of the fil,q, to the time

mllllb ~~-mmlmlllII¤1111 1111111111111IllIlllllllm
‘.-
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of exposure was reduced to approximately 1:10 by means of
the insertion of a ‘tmaltese dross” into the drive (refer-

ence 1).,

~lle ~a~a on the speed of travel of the cY~inder and

the exposure needecl for the evaluation were first ob–
tained from the records with a chronograph as described
by Rubach (reference 2). Subsequently the records were

transferred on the picture. At the border of the camera

field a second hand watch was fastened on the car~iage,
and also a scale, past which pointers soldered at certain

clista.nces to a metal band stretched over the tank moved
at the same height during the run. The time of exposure

was read from the watch, the length covered hy the indi–
caters on the scale, divided by the exposure, gave the

running speed.

The end of the body sticking out of the water was
covered with black velvet above which tvo stretched wires
forned a system cf axes. A further wire was stretched
close to and in the center over the water surface, paral—
lel to the guide rail. The body uas diSpOSed so that one
of the crossecl wires was parallel t~ith the wire above the
water and verticality un-ier it. The moving picture camera
with the objective lens, was arranged vertically over
these tvo wires. The long .,Tirethus halved the field of
the camera and appeared on the pictures as line of symmetry
of the loody ancl vortex pair.

Inasmuch as the dashes oil the photographs had to be
plainly visible and easily measurable, the use of lycoi>o—
dium spores was abandoned ‘oecause of their s~lall size in
favor of screened aluminum particles which were scattered
over the water just close enough to prOC~UCe as Ifl.anysepa—

rate dashes as possible on the photographs without, how-
ever , cs,usin~ the dashes to overlap.

)’
Tb.e water was colored with the irater soluble lldark

reel for dar!z room light’t lJ,arkhighest, Agfa. TIIis $lotted
out all details on the bottom and sides of the tank,
leaving only the reflection of the light on the surface in
the form of a fine veil on the negative (about 3 grams
color per square meter of surface, independent of clepth
was afi-cleclin solution). The tire-e of exposure of the in—
dividual film pictures was chosen with respect to the

running speed and in such a manner that the longest path
lengths traveled by the particles during exposure amounted.
to about 3 centimeters. Agfa positive film was used.
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4. Eval.uat ion.- The next problem involved the meas–

RI, urement of the velocities, that is, the velocities”main—

I

tained” on the individual film pictures as path lengths of

1: the separate particles per exposure of the particular -
picture. For this purpose the films were enlarged at tw?—
thirds natural size with a Leitz enlarger Filix on
13 X 18 Agfa Brovira paper. The method was briefly as
follows: The body contour was plotted at natural size.,

+/ in a rectangular system of coordinates, within the con—
,,1

tour a short scale with millimeter divisions, and so
photographed that a natural length of 15 centimeters was
reproduced at a length of 10 centimeters. The thus ob—
tained negative was copied on contrast film and this
positive then placed on the enlargement paper to be ex–
posed. The enlarger was set so that in the projection of
the motion—picture film negative the cross hairs coincided
with the experimental body, and the longitudinal axis of
the tank and the body contour coincided with the corre-
sponding parts on the contrast film. In that way the
scale of reproduction was secured. The enlargement of
the motion—picture film and of the coordinate system,
copied at the same time, afforded a comprehensive divi–
sion of the flow region near the body and rendered the
identification of individual, frequently recurring points
cluring the evaluation very convenient.

lTow, in order to plot velocities we pick out a cer- .
tain state for evaluation and attempt to trace by means of
the short path lines a streamline s (fig. 2) which is not
affected by friction, that is, not located in direct prox-
imity of the body. In point of fact, it is even profit—
able to get away from the body as far as the field of the
camera allows, as will be shown later. On the circular
cylinder the path lines distant 2R from the center trans–
verse to flow direction can be accepted as identica’11 with
the streamlines, without perceptible error. Then the’
streamline drawn from some chosen point is now plotted
strai@lt in natural length on millimeter paper. Bernoullils
formula along a streamline is used to determine the pres—
sure clifferences

where v is the velocity at the momentary point on the
streamline in its d.irection;l/2v~ and 1/2 va are easily

2

#
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found. The velocities are computed for a number .r points
on the streamline from the dash lengths of th~ @oro-
graphic records, the one–half square values are computecl
and plotted; then the gaps letween the te,st points are
briclged by a curve which enables the particular value
1/2v: for any point Pnt of the streamline to be read off.

The integral requires the determination of the time rate
of change of v in a point of the streamline, or more
exactly, the time rate of change of the component of v
in clirection of ds.

In consequence one picture is insufficient and the
selected state is considered as mean value of the precedi-
ng and of the subsequent state, in which, generally,
~.iffere:lt velocities are found for a point fixed in space.

The chosen streamline is sketched on transparent paper
,md then transferred to these two pictures, where, it is
true, it is not streamline; but at the chosen distance
fron the body the deviation is so small as to introduce
no perceptible error when tile velocities are plottecl as
described and the micor angular variations of the path
lines along the basic streamline oi~to which the tWo ~d.dLi.—

tioi~al pictures Vere trai~sferredL are dis~e~~??ded. SO,

when the velocities from these yictures are plotted it
will be seen (fig. 3) that they increase behind the body
and tP.e area between the two curves is the difference of
our integral ~ yd~ over two exposure periods. The
numerical value of this iritegral is obtained graphically,

and then divicled b~r 2B, where B equals the time of ex-
posure plus the tine necessary for transportation of film;
the velocity in the interval of the three observed pic–
tures being assumed to increase linearly with the time.

The pressure clifferences transverse to tlie stream–
line are determined according to

(2)
~1~

r being the curvature radius of the path lines ancl s! a
line intersecting the path lines in the clirect ion of their
curvature radii. The different lines SI are secured by
moving outward from the bocly perpendicularly to the stream—
lines as far as the basic streamline. l!he starting points
should he chosen so as to a’fforil a suitabie basis for plot—
tiilg the pressure curve. Like the streamline, the vertical
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lines are, dr-awn in natui-al length and recorded the same

.1
-a way as the velocities, The V2 curve is easily obtained
T?

1

from the test points (figs. 4a and 4b}.
1

[ To “determine the curvature radii a number of circular

; arcs are plotted, the diameters inscribed, the whole

f.1 photographed at two–thi~ natural size and copied on con-
~+1
~

trast film, By sliding this arc sca,le over the picture we
seek the cir5ular arc that coincides with the chosen path
lines or we interpolate by eye. !l!hereciprocal values l/r
are recorded. The curve for vz/r (figs. 4a and 4b) en-

closes with s’ our
J

~ ds[; its value is also graphically
ascertained.

The most appropriate starting point for the pressure
calculation is the forward stagnation point PI. Standard–

izing the pressure of undisturbed flol,vfar from the body
at p. = o, the pressure at the sta~natioil “point is pl =

+pa2, a being tile velocity at infiility and the carriage
speed, respectively.

Then the pressures can be inscribed without difficulty.
The pressure ptl at the intersection pi 1 of the vertical

line Srl fron the forward sta~nation point PI with the

streamline s is
p IL

P’l = P3 + p r.1 ~r:dsl
p11

~2
—— being negative iil this instance, the integral value
r
is to be deducted from the amount .

The pressure -pI1 is the starting point for the

prediction of the pressure on the streau~i,ne. According
to equation (1) tile pressure pln at the point of inter-

section Ptn of line sin with streamline s is

P-

pl I
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Next we determine the pressures in the intersections
of the vertical lines with the streamliile in order to
ascertain from these points with (-2) the pressures at the
cylinder circumference. The obtained val’ues are divided
by pl for dimensionless representation and, plotted

against q as abscissa.
.-

5. Evaluation results.– In this manner the pressure———————————
curves for different stages of development of the vortex
pair are secured, as exemplified in figure 6, for a test
with a = 0.82 centimeter per second. The individual

stages, chosen at random, are illustrated in figures 5a
to 5e. The accompanying dashed curve represents the pres–
sure variation for the usual potential flow; d denotes
the distance of the free stagnation point* from cylinder
center referred to ‘cylinder radius. It is seen that with
advancing development of the vortex pair the pressure in
the rear stagnation poiilt drops quickly at the same time
as the pressure minimum halfway between forward and rear
stagnation point flattens out and shifts toward the for—
ward stagnation point. The curves approach in their
aspect the well-known experimental pressure curve for
stationary flow, but, on account of the continuous varia—

tion of the flow a,nd pressure conditions, it is scarcely
to be expected that they actually will ever assume their
shape . The carriage speed a used in the test ”for the
comparison with the calculations , was 0.82 centimeter
per second. The velocity head to be read on a manometer,

is h=~~= 0.000342 centimeters of water column.
ag

This

indicates the pressure in the forwarcl stagnation po$nt.

The selection of streamline s at the border of the
camera field enables the prediction of the pressure for
any chosen point on lines S1 hy extension of the inte–

gral of ~ over SI only up to this point. The points

of equal pressure are connected by curves. (See figs. 7a

and 7b.) Here also the shift of the pressure minimum
from TT/2 toward n is plainly evident; for the rest,
the representations ce.n speak for themselves.
——_.————— —————————..———— —————— ——— __—_—
*The free stagnation point moves> on motion from rest, fro,m
the rear stagnation point of the cylinder; in it the zero :
streamline, which divides in the forward stagnation point and
encloses cylinder together with vortex pair, closes again;
d is chosen as characteristic for the particular statb.

——- . ... .,,, ,. ,,, ,.,,,, ,, ,,. ,., , ,. ,. ,,,, ,,,..--, , ,,,,,, , ,,, , ,.
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The determination of the pressures on the zero stream-
line needed for the comparison of the mathematical and ex-
perimental data is secured by extending the integral of
~2
— over Sr only from the basic streamline to the point
r
of intersectj.on of St with the zero streamline.

The p?essare distribution an the line of symmetry
from the.rear ~tagnation point for three earlier stages of
develo~ment of the vortex pair was obtained also (figs;
5a to 5c) and-plotted in figure 8 a’gainst r/R. (R =
radius of cylinder, r = distance of point from center;
hence r/R = 1 is the rear stagnation point). The points
of the momentarily obtained pressure i.~ the free stagna-
tion point are joined together by a dashed curve. Between
the rear stagnation point at the cylinder and the free
stagnation point exists a pressure minimum; the pressure
in the free stagnation point is higher than at the body,
but the pressure maximum is higher yet and lies beyond the
free stagnation point in the non–vertical flow. This
leads to the following explanation which, of course, still
~equires a more accurate framing: The pressure rise on
the rear side of the cylinder is sufficient not only to
let the partioles existing in the boundary layer and slowed
down by the friction, come to rest before reaching the
stagnation point but to actually repulse them. Herewith
a pressure equalization is associated, that is, a pressure
rise in the negative pressure zone and a pressure drop in
the positive pressure zone. The pressure in the rear
stagnation point which, after all, is within the boundary
layer, may therefore well drop below the pressure outside
of the boundary layer, so that particles from the stagna—
tion i30int must move away from the cylinder against a pres–
sure rise, which also lets them, before reaching the pres-
sure maximum, come to rest — in the free stagnation point —
and drives them back to ,the cylinder, where they then
follow the other particles into the zone of the pressure
minimum, The process of pressure equalization with respect
to time is apparent from the three curves.

For the determin~tion of the pressure drag W and

Ii
its coefficient Cw = — ——————

2 R p az/2’
respectively, the curves

of figure 6 are”plotted, instead of against V, against
the distance y from the line of symmetry and then inte—
gre.ted,

- —-—. .—. .
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The so obtained coefficients are shown in figure 9
plotted against the tine i]l dimensionless presentation.

Ue see that Cw increases slowly at first, but then very

rapidly, and exceeds the value 2. What occurs further is

without the scope of the present evaluation. In the pres-

ent test with Reynolds number Re = 580 a pressure drag
coefi’icient of about 1 would be expected for the steady
state. We see that within a short time it increases to
about double and does not drop within the range of the
evaluations; this does not occur until the vortex pair sep—
,arztes from the cylinder. The high cw cluring the first

vortex formation - the cylinder is no lon~er subjected to

accelerations — is probably due to the fact that the en—
ergY consumption for the enlargement of the vortices is

very high.

At this point reference is made to experiments by
~.sc Schmidt (reference 3) who made photographic records
of the velocities of spheres fallinz in wzter and of as—
ceildi~g balloons. He established in the acceleration
zone a speed maximum below the terninal velocity, followed
bc,., a minimum which coil~cides with the maximum of the drag
coefficient. Schmidt also indicated an approximate re–
presentation for the maximum of the drag coefficient for
the scope of his experiments. He correlated maximum and

minimum velocity with the vortex formaticil. The minimum

was reached at separation of the vortex ring (vortex pair,
at cylinder).

The methods described here are not restricted to the
vortex pair. Figure 11 shows the pressure clistribution
for a state of the vortex strut of figure 10. The pres–
sure values ai-e plotted against the cylinder circumfercncs
fi”om the forward over the rear and back again to the f’or–
ward stagnation point. The unsymmetry of the curve is

plainly visible. The integration gives cw = 1.09, the

Reynolds number is Re = 735. Tile pressure forces on the

cylii~der transverse to the flow directioli occurring %y al–
ternatlng vortex formation and evidenced in the asymmetry
of the pi-essure curve, can ‘oe cleternined by plotting the
pressures on the cylinder circumference against the diameter
that lies in the flow direction,. ancl follow it by integrat–
ing. Referred to the dynamic pressure like the pressure
drag we find as coefficient ca = 0.447. The pressure

transverse to the flow direction therefore is in the pres-

ent case more than 40 percent of the dra~ pressure. l?ig-
ure 12 shows the pressure drag in magnitude and direction,
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I the transverse pressure and its resultant. The eccentric
‘1 “ positioil of the point of application vas secured graphi–
-. tally from polygon of forces and funicular polygon. The

transverse force swings from one side to the other in
correspondence with the vortex separation.

,

It should be remerirbered that the pressure distrilm.–
tiOn in a liUlitf3dL flow diverges, of course, from that in
the unlimited flow, The pressure minimum is lower. In
our case an approximation by Xrrnisch (reference 4) can be
roughly accepted, that is, that the potential pressure
curve due to the limiting walls reaches a minimum of —2.2 in—
stead of –3.0 by unlimited flow; it is shovn as dotted
curve in figure 16 in support of the estimation of the ef—
feet of the walls on the recorded pressure distribution.
;lore accurate :Jredictions are not possible. In the subse-
quent calculations the wall effect is discounted.

THIIORY

In orcler to represent the processes on a circular
cylinder at incipient vortex formation, mathematically,
the analytical ex~ressi.on for the customary potential flow
must be extended in such a uay that the zone, occupied by
the growing vortex pair, is in some form replaced. Pro–
ceeclinf; from a more empirical theorem suggested by Prof.
Prancltl, the space, occu~~ied bzv the groving vortex pair ,
is assu]tied to contain a tyj:e of source-sink flow. The
results, of course, then restrict the comparison with the
real flow to the space outside of the vortex zone, but be—
colme, a,s such, very informative. Thus two systems of flow,
the common potential flow ancl the additional source-sink
flow must be superposed.

1. Ideal flow.- The complex stream function of the

ideal non-vertical flow past a circular cylinder (refer—
ence 5) is

23’(z) =Ra(z+- &_). Racosq

L ‘) ($+$)
(1)

wh er e a is the velocity of undisturbed flOTJj r the
distance fror. center of cylinder, R the cylinder raclius
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and q the angle measured from the rear stagnation point.
The real-constituent gives the potential

anti the imaginary constitueilt the streai.1 function

w, = ( )Rasinrf ~–-~–
R r /?.

‘The velocity WI at some point is decomposed in its

radial Vr and tan~ential
~ ‘v ~

components .

aa,
‘rl = ‘—- = a Cos ~ (

1–1 —————.

ar (r/l?)= )

an d

= .J w ( 1-
‘V1 ~ -a~=-a ‘in~ 1 + (r/R)2

)

—————

(2)

(A.)

(5)

2. The additional. source–sink flow.- In this replace–

ment of the growing vortex pair by a source-sink flow a
theorem of the chosen kind, unfortunately affords only an
appro::imate represente.tion of the very first beginnings.
Figure 13 indicates the contour of the cyliilder and the
zone of the vortex pair envel~pccl by the zero streanliile.
Tb.e up-per half of the sketch shows the forf.1 in vihich this
zone can be filled by a source—sink flow. The tr~,vel of
the point of separation from the rear toward the forward
stagnation --Ooint is disregarded and a coiltinuous distri—

butioil of sources and sinks at the cylinder circumference
is assu-med in such a ~manner that the ,yielcl fro~m m to

‘rr/2 e~ue,ls zero and i’rom n/2 to O follows a law as
indica~ed on the lower half of ii~ure 13. To comply with
the equation of continuity, if Q is the yield of the
sources and sinks , it must

v /~

/

-i

Qdcp = O

0

Q is dependent of the position at the cylinder cip–

cumference, hence of cp and , because of the growth of the
zone of the vortex pair, of the time t.
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The potent ial$ which is to be added to the ideal po—
tent.ia,lflow in order to obtain the outside flow at incip-
ient separation, is sedured by expansion in ‘series. Thus
the additional potential ~a, is written in the form

OS= f(t) XCnr–n COS nrf: - .

This series satisfies Laplacels differential equation
Ao=o and disappears for large r. The coefficients
cn are defined by dictating the radial velocity of the
iadditional flow o.n the cylinder circumference, that is,
according to the viewpoints laid down for the source—sink
distribution. For fixed r the series is a Fourier se–
ries. Standardizing the cylinder radius R at 1, the
radial velocity of the add.itioilal source-sink flow at the
cylinder circumference is

(M.J
‘r2 = br)r=~ ‘f (t) Z–il CnCOSrl$l

= f(t) m(cf)

and for any chosen r , which must be referred to cylinder
radius R,

acD. ()
—n . . ~

‘rz = >~ =f(t)z–ncn ‘r
F)

Cos ncp

=f(t)zcn
(

~j-n-l

~)
Cos ncf

Let us stipulato that for o~ys~

F(q) = - ~(cos2cp+cos4cp) (6)

The expansion of F(y) in Fourier series, broken off with
the term cos 9cp, gives

1 .,nm—mmmm-, mm, M ,n—mmmmmmmmm ,, . — ..- .l.-.—
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r(cp)= – (0.085 cos~+O.25 COS 2(f+ 0.327 COS 3~

+ 0.25 COS 4cf+().10lcos 5cp-0 .018 COS ~ ~

+ 0.006 Cos 9 V) (7]

In loss important cases such as the construction of the
streamline pattern the approximation is fully sufficient
vhen the series is stopped with cos5cp; but for the
pressure distribution all the shown terr.ls are ilecessary.
The time dependent f(t) must be determined by means of
expel”iment .

3. J&e ________=—_—.—___—___combined ide?l and sourcen&lQk_~f~~~.— NOW the

question regarding the additional potential and concernir.~
the total potential and the velocity components, of the
flow ~ast the cylinder together with the vo~=pair can
be answered. The total potential is ,,.~

the

und

Vr
1

c1’

@==@l +02 (8)

velocity Col?lpOneilts are

v r = VI. + Vr
1

(9) - ‘~

(lo)

is giveil by (4). At an outside point Vr is
2

a~ r
2_

c c
V1+2 = —-— – —

hr
f(t)l ——~–~ Coscp +––Q—- cos2(f +..*

~(r/2) (r/R)3

Cg 1

1‘-~~_j’i-C Cos 9V _ ; (11)

C2. ..C9 are tbe coefficients in (’7). From (11) the

additional potential follows at
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,>
QQ = ~vradr

= Rf(t)[
r c1 C2°
——— Cos q +& .——. —%

Lr/R 2 (r/R)’- Cos 293-” “ “

++ T-$73 Cos 9cpl
J

(12)

!lhe total velocity Vr is

r
Vr
—— =

1
Cos y 1

a - G2721 - ‘:%% ‘Os ‘ +

C2—. cos2cp+. ..+–—––
(r ~’9)‘F 1

(13)
(r /RF

Cos 9 y

the steam function follows at

*= -fvyilr=r Jvr d.q

i
r 1

=Rasin Cf
1

‘c——.—— — Rf(t)l –-l- sin cp+
~R r /R Lr/R

C2
sin2c p+... + ~

Og

(r/R)z
~ ~~~~ sin 9q 1

(15)

NOW the quest ioil of pressure to he expected oil the
basis of our th~orem is of particular importance.
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Let PI be the pressure in the stagnation point at

constant running speed of the cylinder and

The pressure according to Bernobillils equation is

P ~, the dynamic pressure, is sufficiently accurate at

l/2pa~. Herewith the pressure in dimensionless represen-
tation is

Insertiilg the computed vaiues for ‘r * ‘v
and @

the pi’essure equ-~tion then reads

p {1f 1-

l– 1
1

1

f(t)” CL————— = Cos (+2 1 — —–—~ — —— ——
l/2p@ (r/R)& a ~(r/’@z Cosq

<

C2 c~
2

+ (r/R)
3 cos~9 + ““” + –––—~ ~os~T

(r/R) 1}

C2
2

+
Cg

~sin2q7+ . ..+——————
(r/R) (r/R)’” ‘Sin ‘q 1}

- (3.6)
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With this our ~eneral considerations are terminated.
However it should be emphasized that within the zone oc–
cupied by the vortices no correc% result is afforded, as
this zone is filled not by vortices but a potential flow.
But this agrees outside of the vortices with the real flow
only when the sources .anclsinks are correctly selected.

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND X!XPERIMEN!t!AL -DATA

i. Tii!lefunction.— The f(t)/a function must be so.-.—___ .___—
determined that the delimitation of the vortex zone (or
the zero stl”eamline) changes with the time in the same
manner as observed in the test. The most characteristic
point is the free stagnation point that r,loves on from the
cylincler on the straight branch of the zero streamline.
For it (p is always q = O, whereas the distance d from
the center increases. In the free stagnation point both
vq= O d Vr = ().an Hence with r/R = c1

or
1 ;2— ——

f(t) _——..— _ —..———.———————— ————
a c c c

-–-++- —-: + ,.. -1---$
d-z d= ii

N o w f(t)/a can be plottecl against d; furthermore d
. can be -plotted against the time t with the aid of the

photographs . The position of the free stagnation point
is indicated for the nth picture at the moment tn =

(n – 1) B + l/2bn, where B, the total picture period =

tiifleof exposure + time necessary for transportation of
the f ili!land bn is the time of exposure of the viewed

picture. It is prc,surn”ed thereby that the motion of the
cylincler with respect to the water st’a,rts exactly with
the exposure of the first picture.

Then the two curves enable the plotting of f(t )/a
against time t. FrOifl the second curve we take for a
specific time t~ the related d and read off above its

value on the first curve the respective value of f(t,)fa..~- —.— . .,, -.,

L —
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. .

which is then plotted against tb and gives us the cur~e

A of figure 14.

The term b@/bt in the pressure equation demands the
derivation of f(t)/a with respect to time. Graphical

differentiation gives the curve B of figure 14. To fa–

cilitate the reading, we show 5fl(t)/a.

The attempt of a.n approximate representation of the
experimentally obtained curve for f(t)/a by a e–function

made an approximation of the form f(t)/a = 0.135 (e~t – 1)

seem appropriate, where ~ = 1.295a/R. In figure 14, A

represents the experimental curve and C the approxima–
tion curve. A glance reveals that the rise of C in the

ranf~e from t=oto t = 7.5 is greater than that of A,
but smallei- from t = ‘7.5 to about t = 13.5. For the .

prediction of the p~ess’~?e f(t)/a and fl(t)/a are im–
porta,nt factors, the widest departures of the approximated
values fro,m the experimental data, however, occur in a
region where the vortex pair is not yet fully developed,
that is, in a region of little interest.

2. Streamline Oattern.– The streamlines are given by_ ——..———— L__—_.—

If
= constant

s;

l.l/FLais a function of q and r /R which is written

o ()=G q,:-iz

The curves ~(q, r/~), are computed by varying (p
for a fixed r. They affoi-d the basis for constructing
the streamlines. The chosen example corresponds to pic—
ture 5 (fig. 5b) of our experiment. The resu].t is illus–
trateil in fi~ure 150 The a~reement with the test is very
satisfactory.

3. Pressure on zero streamline.– Because our theorem
does not represent the conditions in the vortex zone cor-
rectly, the calculation is limited to the pressure deter—
mination on the zero streamline. Hence equation is
to be numerically evaluated. Unfortunately it was found
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that our method for predicting the pressure soun secureil
data which no longer take the experimental. into account.
For the earliest experimentally explored state’t~i.th d,.=

1.17 and t = 6.’7 the numerical calculation gives the
curv e A of figure 16; curve B of the figure is the ex—
periuentally obtained curve. Since the zero streamline
in that state is not far from the body, curve C which
indicates the pressure clistrihution for the usuaI poten-
tial flow at the cylinder circumference, was included foi-
conlpai”ison; C1 is the potential pressure curve corrected
for scale effect.

In figure 17 the computecl pressure curve for the same
test at t = 10.05; d. = 1.39 is shown as curve A, ~rith.

the experimental curve 3 included. for comparison. 011.~

theorem actually suffices only for presenting the proces-ses
in the earliest stages with satisfactory approximation.
As the ?Levelopnent of the vortex pair i~rogresses the pres-
sures on the inflow side continue to ris-e faster accoi-c~ing
to the calculation, the i~ressure near the minimum is still
fairly accurately represented; but then the flow—off siti.e
discloses large, continuously inci.easin~ deviations which,
compared vith the measured distribution ShOVJt first, pres-
suz e increase, then deci’ease. A gi-eater number of terms
in the series i!light pei”hapS afford a sonewhat better agi”ee-
ment . ~Ile api,l.oclchtO the pressure iil tile free stagnation
point is satisfactory again.

4. Field of pressure about the cylini!er,- Tigui-e 18.———.——._ _______—___ -___——— ——___
represents a computed picture of the pressure field for
the state at t = 5.7 see, d = 1.17 which does not agree
very closely with the experimental picture in figure 70,
on the flow-off side.

5. Pressure on the line of symmetry.- Plottin!g the——__ _________
pressures on the line y.o against r /R for the flow
picture 5a affords the curve A of figure 19. It ShOWS
behincl the body that a point somewhat farther away from
the cylinder rather than the free stagnation point corre–
spends to a pressure maxii.lum. This corresponds with the
experimental result in figure 8. A nonuniforil stagnation
point need not be a point of maximum pressure. The extent
to which our si::lple theoren approaches reality is seen on
the experimental curve B,

6. Pressure in the free stagnation————_— _________ poin,t.~ The pres—————— ——-_ ——
sure-drop in the free stagnation point is sholrn in figure
20. Curve A is theoretical, curve B experimental.
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Both curves - the approximation of the calculation to the
test is not unsatisfactory - first show a fairly rapid
tendency toward a minimum below zero, then a gradual in–
crease.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure l.- View of experimental set-up.
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Figure 2.- Streamline and vertical lines secured from fig. 5b.
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Figure 3.- Velocities plotted across the extended streamline.
Streamline s is not that of fig. 2, but taken

from a later state (fig. 5e) for reasons of clarity.
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Figure 5(a to e).—
Evaluated develop-
ment stages of the
starting vortex
pair. The running
speed of the cyl-
inder is a = 0.82
cm/s, the diameter
is 2R = 8.5  cm . At
a kinematic vis-
cosity of wate9r of
v = 0.0125 cm /sec.
The Reynolds num-
ber is Re = a2R/v

560.
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Figs. 4,5a,b

Figure 4.- Velocity and
curvature

1—",3 
plotted against the ex-
tended vertical lines;
ell and s' 3 taken from
fig. 2.
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Figs. 6,7,8,9

— ft

Figure 9.- Time rate of
change of

drag coefficient of cyl-
inder during the growth
of the vortex pair, (at
ta/R = 9, Cw= 2.07).

Figure 6.- Pressure distribution over half the cylinder
circumference for the development stages of

the vortex pair shown in fig. 5a to 5e.

Figure 7.- Lines of equal pressure, a according to fig. 5a,
b according to fig. 5e.

Figure 8.- Pressure on the
symmetry line,

a according to fig. 5a, b
according to fig. 5b, c
according to fig. 5c, to
which is added a point

B
with r/ = 3.9.
pll/2pa = -0.112.
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Figure 12.- Drag
and

transverse force
on the cylinder
according to fig.
10; the resultant
passes through
the center.

Figure 15.- Theoretical stream-
line picture trans-

ferred to the corresponding
record.

I
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Figure 10.- A symmetrical vortex arrange-
ment in the vortex sheet,

Re = 735.

.	 1

Figure 13.- Explanatory
- 180 W X20 V 0 90 6M W SM 2T two 2W 180' 	 figure,  top:

_q	replacement of vortex
Figure 11.- Pressure distribution zone within the zero

over the cylinder	 streamline by a source-
circumference according to fig. 10. sink flow, bottom:

illustration of rule of
formation.

Figure 14.-
Aspect of
time var-
iable
f(t)/a
( curve A) ,
its deriv-
ation
( curve B,
here
5f ' (t) /a) ,
and
approxima-
tion by an
e function

—t
	 (curve C).
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Figure 16.- Preeoure distri-
bution on zero

streamline according to fig.
5a. A ie oomputed, B exp-
erimental mrve, C potent-
ial pressure curve at cyl-
inder, (3tthe same correct-
ed for smle effeot.

Figure 17.- Presmre distri-
bution on zero

streamline according to fig.
5b; A theoretical, B exp-
erimental curve.
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Figure 18.- ?lieoretib-&lpremure
—.

amording *O fig. 5a,
the experimental result iU shown
In fig. 7a.
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I 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2,0 2.2

Figure 19.- Pressure on the symmetry line outside of tho free
stagnation point according to fig. 5a; A thdorotical,

B e.xperimcntal curve.
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Figure 20.- Time rate of change of pressure in free stagnation
point: A thcretical~ 3 experimont=d curve.
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